Figure it Out!
Video Evaluation
The goals of each video:
•
•
•

Provide a complete understanding of the assigned question
Use a variety of media including video clips, diagrams, PowerPoints/Notebook slides
Video must have included a complete understanding of the terms used to address the question.

Challenges:
Each group addressed one of these challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How islands are formed
Features of the Ocean floor: Trenches
Features of the Ocean floor: Seamounts
Features of the Ocean floor: mid‐ocean ridges
Region of the ocean: Abyssal plain
Region of the ocean: Continental slope
Region of the ocean: Continental shelf

Each Group will use the following evaluation form to assess the completed projects
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Presentation

Presentation was clear
and concise. Information
was presented in a
professional manner. Cue
cards were read while
maintaining eye contact.
Voice‐overs were clearly
read.
All the important
information was covered.
When presentation was
finished, you felt much
more knowledgeable
about the subject
Movie is well organized
and elements (video,
slides, etc) selected
display the concept which
is described by the script.
Cue cards were easy for
reporter to read

Presentation was pleasing
to the eye and easy to
view, however, the
information was not
presented in a clear way.

Presentation lacked clarity
and completeness.

Information was
presented, but some of
the information was not
clear

Very little of the
presentation made sense.

Movie is supplied with
elements (video, slides,
etc), but could be more
organized. The elements
were adequate, but did
not fully help explain
concept. Cue cards could
have been easier to read.
Script addresses the
information, but is not
clear. The writing is wordy
and not concise. Grammar
problems are visible.

Little effort was used to
determine which
elements were necessary
and in the right sequence.

Research

Production

Writing

Script was well written
with no grammatical
mistakes. Script was clear
and writing was concise
and not wordy.

Script does little to help
with the information.
Script lacks organization
and clarity. Obvious
grammatical mistakes.

